AGNI  PURANAM.	Ill
meditate on Prakrit! as being present there, in whom the
universe lies, and from whom the universe is born and who
appears as m-inifold by her various actions (24). Having
thus made nooses of Prakriti proportionate to the number of
beasts he should place that thread on an earthen tray by
the side of the pit (25). Thereupon having meditated on
all the Tattwas,* beginning in order of creation from
Prakriti to the earth the worshipper should assign them to the
body of his di*ciple (26'. Ail these are known by persons,
devoting their thought to the ascertainment of the nature of
principles, and are severally divided as one, five fold, ten-
fold and twelve-foldf (27). With five organs of action the
entire Juniverse is created. Having drawn all the Tanmatras
(subtile particles) with self he should place the MayS
(illusion) rope on the body of the beast (28). Praknti is the
creative power—the agent is Buddhi (intellect) or Manas
(mind). The five Tanmatras originate from Buddhi and the
five elements from tbe organ of action (29). He should
meditate on these twelve principles in the rope and body
according to his desire. With the residue of offerings he
should offer oblations to the work of Creation carried on in
gradf£ (30). Celebrating one by one a hundred Homas he
should offer the most .perfect oblation. Th.en covering the
rarthen tray he should dedicate it to the presiding god of the
jar '31).
Having duly performed the adhwasa% ceremony he should
initiate  bis  devoted  disciplfc.    Having placed in an [open]
* See note on o 79.
•j- The first one division is Prakrit!. The five divisions are Tanmatras
or five subtle particles; the ten divisions are the five instruments of
se.isation and the five instruments of action; with Prakriti and miacf
added to these ten the twelve parts are made up.
| Preliminary rite of consecrating an idol before it is placed or a
pupil befors be is initiated.

